This is your Fairytales! Your moments will be captured as they unfold to tell the story of your special day, including moments which are unexpected. Brides In Bloom uses a blend of two styles to capture your wedding memories - Traditional and Photojournalism. Brides In Bloom photographers are fun, relaxed, easy to work with and extremely patient. Brides In Bloom specializes in unique and traditional weddings. We will fly worldwide to photograph your event.

Thank you,
Gloria J. Townsend, Owner
Photographer & Event Planner

Brides In Bloom
Photography that tells your story!

501-690-1918
by appointment only

Wedding Specialists

14030 Mann Lane
Alexander, AR 72002
www.bridesinbloom.com
Photography that tells your story!

Package 1 - $595
(30 Mile Radius of Little Rock Only)
Up to 4 hours of Photography Time on Wedding Day
2 sets of DVDs of all photos taken with additional Black & White and/or Sepia conversion
1 Professional Photographer
Photographer's Copyright Release

Package 2 - $795
(50 Mile Radius of Little Rock Only)
Up to 4 hours of Photography Time on Wedding Day
3 sets of DVDs of all photos taken with additional Black & White and/or Sepia conversion
Photographer’s Copyright Release
2 Professional Photographers

Package 3 - $995
(75 Mile Radius of Little Rock Only)
Up to 6 hours of Photography Time on Wedding Day
4 sets of DVDs of all photos taken with additional Black & White and/or Sepia conversion
Photographer’s Copyright Release
2 Professional Photographers

Package 4 - $1,295
Bridal Portrait Session or Engagement Session at Hidden Chapel
Up to 6 hours of Photography Time on Wedding Day
1 – 16x20 Print of Session
5 sets of DVDs of all photos taken with additional Black & White and/or Sepia conversion
Photographer’s Copyright Release
1 – Portable USB drive with all photos
2 Professional Photographers

Package 5 - $1,895
Bridal Portrait Session on location or studio Engagement Session in on location or studio
Unlimited Photography Time on Wedding Day
2 - 16x20 color Bridal or Engagement Portraits
5 sets of DVDs of all photos taken with additional Black & White and/or Sepia conversion
Photographer’s Copyright Release
1 – Portable USB drive with all photos
2 Professional Photographers

Wedding Boudoir - $500
DVD of All Photos taken
Up to 5 changes of clothing
On location, studio or your residence

Engagements or Bridal Portraits
$400
2 - 16x20s of any photo you choose
DVD of all photographs taken
Photographer’s Copyright Release

Ask about our Wedding Venue -
the Hidden Chapel
www.hiddenchapel.com

501-690-1918